APS Physical Education
Grades K-2 Choice Board
➔ Directions: Select at least one activity to complete each week.
Color the box when you have completed that activity.
Hopscotch
Assorted sidewalk chalk can
turn this simple activity into a
creative and colorful game
perfect for 1 or more players.

Color & Count the Fruit

Physical Activity Dice

Color the fruits and then count
them. Put the number on the
line next to the name of the
fruit.

Use game dice to create your
own physical activity.

To Play:
1. Using sidewalk chalk, on
a flat surface draw a
hopscotch course with a
series of connected
squares, each numbered
1-10.
2. Each player will need to
find a tossable marker. A
small rock or coin
usually works best but
feel free to use your
creativity.
3. The first player will toss
their marker on the 1st
square. The marker
must land within the
lines of the 1st square
without bouncing out or
touching the line.
4. The player then hops
through the course using
one or two feet but skips
the square with the
marker on it.
5. Once the player
completes the hopping
sequences, the player
continues his or her turn
or the next player
continues by throwing
their marker on the next
numbered box and

Assign each number with an
activity.
For example:
1 - running in place
2 - bunny hops
3 - plank
4 - toe touches
5 - jumping jacks
6 - curl ups
Roll once for the exercise and
the second roll for the number
of times or minutes you perform
the exercise.
Roll each dice ten (10) times for
10 activities.

_____ Apples
_____ Bananas
_____ Grapes
_____ Strawberries

continuing the hopping
pattern.
6. The winner is the first
player to successfully
throw her or his marker
into each numbered box
(1-10) and hop through
all boxes in each
sequence.
7. A player will lose a turn if
a player’s tossed marker
lands on a line or
bounces out of the
numbered box, if a
player steps on a line
when hopping through
the sequences or if a
player loses her or his
balance.

Click here for the

Weekly Activity
Challenge

Click here for the

Weekly Activity Chart
Weekly Activity Chart
(Spanish)

Daily Stretches
Hold each stretch for a 20
second count.
Repeat on both sides of the
body - left & right.

Bowling

Color the Skeleton's Bones!
Color the bones using the color
each bone is written on the list.

Take some empty plastic water
bottles and line them up like
bowling pins.
Use a soft ball you have at
home as your bowling ball. Let
the kids try to knock down the
bowling pins. Keep score.

Skull
Ribs
Spine
Pelvis
Humerus
Femur

Animal Movements
Perform each animal movement 10 times.

